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1 Motivation and Approah

XML (eXtensible Markup Language) is emerging as a new standard for data

representation and exhange over the Web [3℄. It is a markup language that

resembles HTML, but unlike HTML, it fouses on the struture of data rather

than on their presentation. The extensibility of XML makes it an ideal andidate

for integration and manipulation of Web data through a ommon data model.

A large number of DTDs (XML Doument Type De�nitions) that targets all

sorts of information domains has already been developed, and new DTDs are

released at a fast pae. XML laims to be the enabling tehnology for appliation

interoperability and for a uni�ed view of heterogeneous information.

However, the nature of the Web poses a number of new problems. On the

one hand, in traditional databases and information systems the number of users

is more or less known and their bakground is to a great extend homogeneous.

On the other hand, Web users do not share the same bakground and do not

apply the same onventions when interpreting data. Suh users an have di�erent

perspetives of the same entities, a situation that should be taken into aount

by Web data models. A similar problem appears when integrating information

from various soures, where the same oneptual entity may exhibit di�erent

struture, or ontain oniting data.

Those problems all for a way to represent information entities that manifest

di�erent faets whose ontents an vary in struture and value. Suh ases are

frequent in the frame of WWWwhere information providers annot assume muh

about the needs and bakground of information onsumers. As a simple example

imagine a report that must be represented at various degrees of detail and in

various languages. A solution would be to reate a di�erent XML doument

for every possible ombination of variations. Suh an approah is ertainly not
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pratial, sine it involves exessive dupliation of information. What is more,

di�erent variants are not assoiated as being parts of the same entities. Therefore,

although XML is in priniple apable to represent suh multifaet entities, it

falls short for a number of reasons, namely (a) hidden semantis: XML does

not address diretly the issue of multiple faets, therefore it is the responsibility

of an appliation to assign semantis in an ad-ho manner, (b) umbersome

syntax: representing multiple faets of an entity in XML annot be done in an

elegant way, and () dupliation of information: information that is ommon is

dupliated, whih is undesirable.

In this paper we desribe an extension of XML, alledMultidimensional XML

(MXML) [6℄ that inorporates elements of Modal Logis [4℄ in XML in order to

takle the aforementioned problems. In an MXML doument eah information

piee may be quali�ed by a ontext spei�er denoting the world in whih the in-

formation piee holds. There are a number of alternative worlds for a doument,

generated by the dimensions used in the doument. The idea of applying dimen-

sions to languages is not new [2, 5℄. GLU [2℄ is a programming language based

on the notion of multiple dimensions and ISE [7℄ is a multidimensional version

of Perl. Our work was inuened by Intensional HTML (IHTML) [8℄, a Web

authoring language that allows a single Web page to have di�erent variations

and to dynamially adapt itself to a given ontext.

2 MXML Syntax and Semantis

In an MXML doument, any number of dimensions may be applied to elements

and/or attributes to form multidimensional elements and multidimensional at-

tributes whose ontent and value depend on their ontext. For a single multidi-

mensional entity, ontexts qualify the alternative faets of the entity. Note that,

in MXML, onventional XML elements/attributes may oexist with multidimen-

sional ones.

A multidimensional element has the form:

<�element_name>

[ontext_speifier_1℄

<element_name attribute_speifiation_1>

element_ontents_1

</element>

[/℄

. . .

[ontext_speifier_N℄

<element_name attribute_speifiation_N>

element_ontents_N

</element>

[/℄

</�element_name>

where element ontents i, with 1 � i � N is the ontent of the (multidimen-

sional) element for the ontext spei�ed by [ontext speifier i℄. The same
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element name is used for all ontext elements, while the proxy element groups

ontext elements and is denoted by preeding the element name with the speial

symbol \�". A ontext spei�er is a list of dimension assignments.

In ase an attribute depends on dimensions the attribute speifiation

has the form:

attribute_name = [ontext_speifier_1℄ attribute_value_1 [/℄ . . .

[ontext_speifier_n℄ attribute_value_n [/℄

In the following example, the imaginary menu of a restaurant is represented

as an MXML doument.

<menu>

<salad vegetarian = [season = summer℄ "yes" [/℄[default℄ "no" [/℄ >

<name> Chef's salad </name>

<�omment>

[language = English, detail = low℄

<omment> A traditional salad. </omment>

[/℄

[language = English, detail = high℄

<omment>

A salad, with a long history whih

is onneted with the tradition of the town.

</omment>

[/℄

[language = Frenh, detail in {low, high}℄

<omment> Une salade regionale traditionelle. </omment>

[/℄

</�omment>

<�prie>

[season = summer℄ <prie> 3 USD </prie> [/℄

[default℄ <prie> 4 USD </prie> [/℄

</�prie>

<ingredient> tomato </ingredient>

<�ingredient>

[season != summer℄ <ingredient> baon </ingredient> [/℄

</�ingredient>

... other salad ingredients ...

</salad>

... other salads ...

</menu>

In this example, depending on the season of the year, the salad may ontain

di�erent ingredients. Customers of the restaurant are mainly english-speaking

and frenh-speaking. The meaning of [default℄ for a ontext element or at-

tribute is that the ontext element or attribute holds for all the worlds for whih

no other ontext element/attribute of the same multidimentional entity holds.

For representingMXML douments we have extendedObjet Exhange Model

(OEM) [1℄ to aommodate ontext-dependent information. Context spei�ers
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of a multidimensional entity must be mutually exlusive. That is, for a single

world no more than one ontext element/attribute may hold in a multidimen-

sional element/attribute. An important issue onerns the inheritane of ontexts

throughout the paths of the doument graph. In general, ontexts are inherited

and further speialized as we move down a path starting from the doument

graph root. Note that for any world - derived by assigning a spei� value to

eah dimension - the MXML doument is redued to the onventional XML

doument whih holds for that world.

3 Disussion and Future Work

In this paper we briey desribe a language for representing and exhanging

ontext-dependent information over the Web. With its simple syntax and se-

mantis, MXML addresses a ommon problem in WWW information represen-

tation, namely that of desribing in a robust and onise way data whih appear

in di�erent variations.

Our urrent researh diretions inlude: (a) The formalization of semantis,

and the de�nition of a grammar for a Multidimensional DTD. The design and

implementation of a query language, tailored to handling ontext-spei� infor-

mation. (b) The possible appliations of MXML seem to have a lot of potential.

Using MXML to enode GIS geographial information is in our immediate plans.

The representation of time-dependent information using MXML is promising,

sine time an be seen as an MXML dimension. A very interesting diretion is

the use of MXML for integration of heterogeneous information.
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